Tips on how to get your home ready for

SHOWINGS
CHECK THE CURB APPEAL OF YOUR HOME

Don't judge a book by its cover, but buyers will judge your home by the outside. Hanging
plants are nice during the summer months. During the winter keep your driveway and
sidewalks clear of snow.

DON'T SWEAT THEM OUT OR FREEZE THEM OUT

When buyers are looking at your home, you don’t want them uncomfortable with it being
too hot or too cold.

TRY TO MAKE YOUR HOUSE SMELL NICE...OR NICER

Sometimes when we have a pet, it is easy to become immune to the pet smell. Take time to
purchase some gentle air fresheners to make your home smell fresh and inviting. Be careful
not to overwhelm buyers with heavily scented fragrances.

GO AHEAD, SET THE MOOD.

It is helpful to have all lights on and all curtains or blinds open for showings. A well
lit home is inviting and many times makes spaces appear bigger. Even if your showing is
during daylight hours, it is helpful to have all lights on.

SAY GOOD-BYE TO CLUTTER

Clutter makes spaces appear much smaller than they actually are. Remove all clutter from
your home including closets and cabinets. Buyers want to look in closets and cabinets to see
how much space there is and if that space is cluttered, it is difficult for a buyer to realize the
potential space that your home has to offer.

CLEAN YOUR KITCHEN COUNTERS

Work surfaces are important in a kitchen so when that space is taken up, it is difficult for a
buyer to see the workspace that your kitchen has to offer. A vase of fresh flowers on the
kitchen counter is always a nice touch to make your kitchen look very inviting.

MAKE YOUR BED...
Check your bedrooms before leaving for a showing. Make sure all beds are made and that
everything is picked up.

CHECK YOUR CARPET

Is your carpet stained in places or is it showing a lot of wear and tear? A professional carpet
cleaning may help to spruce up your carpet and give it a fresh new look.

LOOK AT YOUR HOME THROUGH THE EYES OF A BUYER

Many times we just get used to living in our space so we don’t see small flaws or small things
that don’t work. We might be used to the door that doesn’t have a knob, but to a buyer, that
is a negative. We might be used to the marks on the wall, but to a buyer, it is another
negative. Step back and take away all the simple negatives that a buyer may see.
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